
What I Want In A Small Speaker

WAF has demanded that you are limited to shelf speakers in your Great Room. The speakers 
are going in a shelving unit or there will be no speakers at all! Got it, Charlie?!

By nature of the beast, the Great Room is the largest room in the house. You've got a lot of 
square footage to fill and may very well have adjoining rooms, high ceilings and substantial 
resonance to consider. It's a gorgeous room aesthetically and pleasant for entertaining. But, how can 
I make my hifi sound worth a darn in this barn?

First of all, the speakers you're considering can't be bright sounding. Since the room echos 
due to hard surfaces, we need to start by recognizing that any speaker with the proclivity to be sharp 
or aggressive, will sound tinny and drive you nuts.

Secondly, the speaker has to have substantial bass. To fill a big space like this, if you don't 
have a rich bass register, whatever chance the speaker had- is literally lost in space. There are plenty 
of audiophile pedigree speakers that sell for $1500 on up that will be seriously annoying in this room. 
Price is no guaranty that you will find a happy solution.

Almost all modestly sized speakers skew hot on top. They were built to compete on the sales 
floor of a big box store. They want to sizzle more than a little bit to grab your attention in your 
shopping process. Never mind that this very sizzle will wear you out in short order after you get them 
home. Further, this profile of speaker invariably is devoid of any bass. To allow a cello or stand up 
bass fiddle to sound full, requires real heft in the cabinet and driver designs. You won't be getting this 
from small drivers in lightweight boxes, no matter whose name is on the grill cloth. What to do?

Bryston
Bryston makes two shelf speakers that will work very nicely in this hostile environment. The 

warranty is 20 years! Keep in mind, most speakers do not LAST 20 years, and they are only under 
warranty for 3-5.

Mini T: $3400pr Wood, $3100pr Laminate (22.5h, 10.5w, 10d, 50lbs)
The Mini T is a large shelf speaker. So what? She said she wanted 

a speaker that fits on the shelf- you've found one! Stick to your guns. She 
spec'd a shelf speaker. This complies.

Mini T is a full blown, 3-way speaker, prepared to take on your big 
room. The 8” woofer is more muscular than you'll find in subs made by the 
other guys. The Ceramic Coated Aluminum Midrange and Titanium 
Tweeter are exquisite. Bryston's big towers use these same drive 
elements- albeit a lot more of them and in bigger cabinets. While Mini T is 
scaled down- it isn't lesser quality.

The top end is Steinway True- warm and balanced. The bass- goes 
through the floor! Bryston's Mini T will fool you easily. You'll think a large 
tower or subwoofer is on. It's an ideal combination of warmth and muscle. 
You'll love the sound- even if you are used to gigundo towers in another 
room!



Mini A: $1300pr Laminate (15.5h, 8.5w, 8.25d, 17lbs)
The Mini A is a 6.5” 3-way. The tonal balance is the same as Mini T 

above. But of course, you're not able to fill the room as well with a 6.5 as 
you are a prodigious 8. Yet when you look at what the market typically 
offers you for $1500 ish, it's invariably a 5” 2-way in party colors and 
doesn't even have grill cloths! Sorry boys, it ain't close.

GoldenEar
GoldenEar features two fine shelf speakers with ribbon tweeters. 

The top end is warm and soft. There is a big image and sizable bass due 
to cast frame woofers and infrasonic radiators. 5 year warranty.

Aon 3 $1000pr: (14h, 9w, 11d, 15lbs)
Aon 3 is a 7” 2-way, employing GE's 

renowned ribbon tweeter and side firing 
infrasonic radiators. It's an attractive speaker 
that gives you quite a bit for your money!

Aon 2 $800pr: (12h, 8w, 10d, 12lbs)
When you're tighter on space, Aon 2 condenses the size and 

sound about 20%. Aon 2 for only $800pr is still a real speaker that will 
perform nicely in a big space!

Amplifier

Rogue Sphinx 2 $1400 (100x2)
Sphinx 2 is gorgeous new integrated amps with 
tubes in the preamp section.
Its warmth and robust sound makes it an ideal 
amplifier for these fine speakers!


